SPECIFICATION

Aluminium Deck Support System

PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS

PRODUCT CODE

MATERIAL

QTY

Aluminium substructure joist (DS38)

Aluminium joists with continuous fixing channel.

Width: 48mm
Depth: 38mm
Length: 3600mm

gRYAJ38

Aluminium Alloy 6063 /
powder coated to
RAL 9005

Each

Aluminium corner connector 90°

Connects two joists to create a 90° angle.

n/a

gRYACC

Aluminium Alloy 6063

Each

Aluminium adjustable corner connector 135°

Connects two joists to create a 135° angle.

n/a

gRYAACC

Aluminium Alloy 6063

Each

Aluminium straight connector

Connects two joists end-to-end.

n/a

gRYASC

Aluminium Alloy 6063

Each

Self-levelling pedestals – various heights

Allows the deck to overcome different surface levels to create a
flat deck. Also ideal for concealing services, ductwork and pipes
beneath the deck.

Base diameter: 210-220mm
Head diameter: 135mm
Bearer width capacity: 20-100mm

Recyclable, UV resistant
polypropylene.Resistant
to mould, algae, alkali
and bitumen

Box of
25

gRYACR

Recycled glass filled Nylon.
Resistant to moulds, algae,
alkali and bitumen

Box of
50

Standard decking head for use with timber bearers. Ask for more
information.

Various heights available:
40-56mm,
50-70mm,
70-110mm,
110-160mm,
150-210mm,
200-300mm,
Larger sizes available on request

Adjustable cradle

Ideal when the decking needs to be elevated off the ground by
a minimal height. Ideal for patios and balconies. For use with
timber or aluminium joists.

Base diameter: 90mm.
Bearer width capacity: 44-48mm
Height range: 10-40mm

Stainless steel joist screw

Stainless steel pan head self-drill screw with square drive.
Must be used with the connectors to secure joists.

gRYJS

Stainless steel

Bag of
200

Stainless steel self-drill for Trex Universal Clips

Stainless steel CSK head self-drill pilot-point screw. Must be
used when installing Trex decking onto the aluminium deck
support system.

gRYDS

Stainless steel with
matt black finish

Bag of
200

Special ‘clip-on’ head (pictured) for use with aluminium bearers.

Visit www.arbordeck.co.uk for our downloadable installation guide.
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gRYPED40
gRYPED50
gRYPED70
gRYPED110
gRYPED150
gRYPED200
On request
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